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Much of the motorcycle industry knows us 
only as an adventure outfitter. In truth, we’re 
much more than that. Because of recent 
developments with core suppliers, we’ve 
expanded to include bike-specific products 
for not just ADV machines but sport and retro 
motorcycles as well. This allows us to be the 
one-stop outfitter for an even broader range 
of makes and models. Chances are, if you sell 
it, we make or distribute accessories for it.

How broad is that range? The all new 
SW-MOTECH Legend Gear is designed spe-
cifically for cruiser and urban/retro bikes. 
It’s a line made up of stylish and durable 
saddlebags, tank bags, and tail bags, many 
with bike-specific integrated mounting 
systems for the utmost in safety and con-
venience. R&G is now offering a number of 
pieces for cruisers, and our DENALI light-
ing systems are a perfect fit for all riders 
looking for better nighttime lighting and 
increased conspicuity. Our bike-specific and 
universal mounting systems cover virtually 
every modern streetbike. All of this is in 
addition to our industry-leading products for 
adventure and sport-touring bikes, where 
we’ve literally made a name for ourselves.

An important thing to remember: If you 
stock our brands, you can outfit virtually 
every kind of motorcycle without having to 
take on a whole new brand at your store, 
which is a major benefit for multi-line 
dealerships. Not only do you give your 
customers more choice, you now have the 
opportunity to sell high-profit accessories 
to owners of bike brands you don’t currently 
sell. If you have only OEM accessories, those 
are opportunities lost. 

Bottom line: Our growth philosophy hinges 
on providing a wider variety of high-quality 
accessories while streamlining the dealer 
experience with opportunities to reduce 
your costs, more effectively order and 
display parts, and increase your profits. 
We’re investing toward that end, with a new 
National Sales Manager (see page 22) and 
a new distribution point in Reno, Nevada, 
that provides fast shipping to the west coast. 
Now no dealer in the continental US is more 
than three days away from fresh stock! 

Finally, we’re separating wholesale opera-
tions into a new division called Twisted Dis-
tributing. Before the end of the year, you’ll 
have access to a separate website (twist-
eddistributing.com) that offers a dedicated 
and enhanced dealer experience. We’re also 
working to improve our dealer communica-
tion with regular updates on new programs 
and product information.

We believe these new programs, along with 
our customer-first philosophy, best-in-
class product lineup, and detailed fitment 
and installation documentation, will keep 
us moving forward into 2017. Why don’t you 
come along for the ride?

Erik Stephens
Founder and CEO
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TOP SELLERS

Honda CRF1000L Africa Twin
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1. TRAX ADVENTURE Top Case
38L of tough, waterproof protection 
for your belongings. Includes tie-down 
points, carry handles, and an internal 
storage bag.
ALK.00.733.15000 

2. TRAX ADVENTURE Side Cases
Rugged, weatherproof, and offered with 
a range of functional accessories, these 
cases are available in 37- and 45-liter 
capacities. 
ALK.00.733.10000L

3. Mirror Extenders
Widen the mirrors for an unobstructed 
view of what’s behind you.
SVL.00.505.10500.B

4. Quick-Release GPS Holder
This vibration-damping mount is compati-
ble with most handlebar crossbars.
GPS.00.646.10500.B

5. Brake Reservoir Guard
This sturdy brushed-aluminum guard 
protects the rear brake reservoir from 
debris, boots, and other threats.
SCT.01.622.10000

6. Crash Bars
Made of 21-27mm tubular steel with a 
durable powdercoat finish, these bars  
fit seamlessly with the SW-MOTECH  
skid plate.
SBL.01.622.10002.B 

7. Skid Plate
This low-profile, heavy-duty welded alu-
minum plate offers ample coverage with 
convenient access for oil changes.

MSS.01.622.10000

8. Centerstand
A stable, secure stand made of 
stout tubular steel. No modifica-
tions needed for installation.
HPS.01.622.10000.B 

9. Quick-Lock EVO Tank Ring
Mounts the tank bag without straps or 
magnets, allowing quick on/off and no 
damage to the gas tank.
TRT.00.640.30400B 

10. Handlebar Risers
Made of powdercoated aluminum alloy, 
these risers raise the bars by 30mm. Use 
the original top clamp or the matching 
SW-MOTECH one.
LEH.00.039.20300

11. Chain Guard Extension
This laser-cut aluminum guard covers the 
exposed section of chain to prevent con-
tact with the rider and deflect road debris.
KTS.01.622.10000.S

12. Header Pipe Guard
The semi-flexible brushed stainless steel 
guard contours to the pipe curve for a 
precise fit and stylish protection.
KRS.00.169.10.P

13. Sidestand Foot Enlarger
Doubles the surface area to provide better 
stability on soft or uneven terrain.
STS.01.622.10000

14. Quick-Lock EVO Side Carriers
Remove the side cases, and the racks, in 
just seconds without tools. Will fit most 
popular brands of hard luggage (using 
adapter hardware).
KFT.01.622.20200.B
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1. Daypack Quick-Lock EVO Tank Bag
Our most popular tank bag holds up to  
9 liters of essential gear.
BC.TRS.00.108.2000

2. Engage Quick-Lock EVO Tank Bag
A compact 7-liter bag designed for motor-
cycles with steeply sloped gas tanks.
BC.TRS.00.107.2000

3. City Quick-Lock EVO Tank Bag
The perfect fit for sport-touring and 
adventure bikes with narrow bars and 
sloped tanks.
BC.TRS.00.104.2000

4. 12-Volt EVO Tank Ring Upgrade Kit
Electrifies SW-MOTECH EVO tank rings, 
providing a power source inside the tank bag.
TRE.00.640.10200.B

5. Drybag 350 Tail Bag
SW-MOTECH’s modular line of dry bags 
includes a range of sizes with an easy, 
secure mounting system.
BC.WPB.001.10001

6. Cargobag EVO Tail Bag System
50 liters of rugged storage, designed to fit 
around the tail sections of many bikes. 
BC.HTA.00.306.1000 

7. Blaze Sport Saddlebag System
The slickest, easiest way to mount saddle-
bags on almost any motorcycle.
HTA.01.740.11200
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Triumph Street Triple
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SW-MOTECH produces the world’s toughest and most thoughtfully designed  

luggage, protection, and ergonomic accessories for motorcycles, specializing in 

adventure, sport, and retro-style bikes. Headquartered in Rauschenberg, Germany, 

SW-MOTECH is a certified OEM partner for the development and production of  

accessories for Ducati, Honda, Kawasaki, KTM, Suzuki, Yamaha, and other brands.
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1. Spindle Sliders 
These swingarm protectors double as 
bobbins for hook-style paddock stands.
RG.SS0042.BK

2. Front Axle Sliders 
Durable, easy-to-install protection for 
forks and brake calipers.
RG.FP0154BK

3. Bar End Sliders
While protecting bars and levers during a 
drop or crash, these also promote sliding 
to minimize front end damage.
RG.BE0076BK

4. Aero Style Frame Sliders
Designed to wear — not shatter or snap 
off — and slow the bike down in a crash.
RG.CP0365.BL

5. Tail Tidy
A lightweight, durable tag bracket that 
provides a sleeker look for the tail.
RG.LP0159.BK

6. Kickstand Shoe
Enlarges the original footprint by up  
to 100% for better stability on soft or 
uneven ground.
RG.PKS0047.SI

Swingarm Protectors  
(not shown) 
Easily fitted into the rear axle, these  
protect the swingarm, brake caliper, 
brake disc, and sprocket.
RG.SP0059.BK

Elevation Front Paddock Stand 
(not shown)
RG.PADD.FRONT.BK

Elevation Rear Paddock Stand
RG.PADD.REAR.BK
The new Elevation series of modular pad-
dock stands are easy to break down and 
transport, but are strong and sturdy when 
assembled. Made of heavy-duty tubular 
steel with durable wheels.
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Yamaha FZ-07 Moto Cage
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7. Crank Case Cover
Slim, lightweight, and sturdy, these engine 
case covers simply bolt on over the original 
casings. They were developed and crash 
tested in collaboration with select race 
teams.
RG.ECC0171.BK

8. Clutch Cover
RG.ECC0172.BK 

9. Radiator Guard
Made of pressed aluminum in a seamless 
frame, this protects that expensive radiator 
from flying debris.
RG.RAD0171

10. Stainless Steel Radiator Guard
More rugged than the aluminum version, 
this guard is also impervious to rust.
RG.SRG0028.SS

11. Rear Peg Blanking Kit
For tidying up the rear subframe when 
the passenger peg hangers are removed. 
Includes the reservoir bracket.
RG.BLP0032.BK

12. Mirror Risers
These aluminum risers raise the mirrors by 
45mm with a simple screw-on installation.
RG.MR0003BK

13. Fender Extender 
Provides additional protection for a bike’s 
coolers, downpipes, and fairing panels.
RG.FERG0014.P

14. Micro LED Indicators
Sleek replacements for the stock turn 
signals; can be fitted to the front or rear 
of the bike.
RG.RG371

Carbon Kevlar Tail Sliders 
(not shown)
Made of Dupont Kevlar-reinforced carbon 
fiber, these protect the corners of a  
motorcycle’s rear cowl.
RG.TLS0016C

Boot Guard Kit 
(not shown)
These precision-cut, bike-specific pieces 
have a unique texture for a durable buffer 
between boot and bike.
RG.EZBG902BL
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1. Oil Cooler Guard
This pressed-aluminum panel protects 
the vulnerable oil cooler and adds a dash 
of style.
RG.OCG0005BK 

2. Exhaust Header Pipe Grille
Made of aluminum mesh in a seamless 
frame, this protects expensive header 
pipes from rocks and debris.
RG.DG0019BK

3. Mirror Blanking Plates
Neat little blanking plates that fit over 
the mirror mounting point. These can be 
fitted in seconds.
RG.MBP0014.BK

4. Engine Case Slider
Made of strong, high-density nylon, this 
slider protects one of the most vulnerable 
parts on a bike.
RG.ECS0049BK

5. Carbon Engine Case Sliders
These sliders are reinforced with DuPont 
Kevlar on the impact face for maximum 
wear resistance.
RG.ECS0068.C

6. Shocktube Shock Protector
A stretchy, waterproof, vented tube made 
of bonded neoprene. Not to be confused 
with a neck tube.
RG.SHOCK2BK

7. Offset Cotton Reel Rear Axle 
Sliders
A replacement axle block moves the  
slider back for better protection and  
additional clearance from the muffler.
RG.CR0054BK

8. Carbon Fiber Tank Sliders
Made of DuPont Kevlar-reinforced carbon 
fiber with a self-adhesive backing and 
bike-specific fit.
RG.TS0017.C

9. Tank Traction Grips
These precision-cut pieces are made 
from low-profile synthetic rubber for 
solid, non-abrasive grip.
RG.EZRG110BL
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R&G is the world’s #1 brand for motorcycle crash protection, offering a 

broad range of styling and protection accessories to fit modern bikes.  

Often the first to market for new models, R&G raises the bar by using  

laser scanning, CNC manufacturing techniques, and aircraft-grade metals. 

They are the first company ever to receive insurance approval for crash 

protectors, leading to discounts on motorcycle insurance for consumers.
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D4 LED Auxiliary Light Kit
Four blazing LEDs: two flood beams, two 
spot beams. Lights up everything in your 
path for 550 feet.
TT-D4

SoundBomb Compact  
Dual-Tone Air Horn
120 screaming decibels of “Can you hear 
me now?”, in a stealth unit about the size 
of a sandwich.
TT-SB.10000.B

PowerHub2 Power  
Distribution Module
Safely connect up to six electronic devices 
to your bike without melting your battery. 
Bonus: it’s CAN-Bus safe!
ELC.00.30000

D2 Dual-Intensity LED Auxiliary 
Light Kit
The perfect blend of daytime visibility and 
nighttime vision, plus the convenience of 
low and high beams.
TT-D2

SoundBomb Split Dual-Tone  
Air Horn
Get the earsplitting sound of the Compact 
horn with a two-part design for more 
mounting options.
TT-SB.10100.B

SoundBomb Wiring Adaptor for BMW 

OEM Harness
Creates a true plug-n-play connection, with 
no need to modify the original factory wiring.
DNL.WHS.10100

DM LED Auxiliary Light Kit
Piercingly bright when viewed head-on, 
these compact lights make a huge impact 
on your visibility.
TT-DM

SoundBomb Mini  
Electromagnetic Horn
This quick and easy, plug-n-play upgrade 
is twice as loud as a typical stock motor-
cycle horn.
TT-SB.10200.B

Power Plug for BMW GPS Connector
Use this CAN-Bus–safe adapter to install 
12V accessories without having to tap, cut, 
or solder any OEM wiring.
DNL.WHS.10000

H b2 P
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1. Crash Bar Mount for  
22mm-29mm Tubes
LAH.00.10300.B

Crash Bar/Frame Mount for  
32mm-38mm Tubes
LAH.00.10400.B

2. Inverted Fork Tube Mount for 
50mm-60mm Tubes
LAH.00.10500.B

Conventional Fork Tube Mount for 
39mm-49mm Tubes
LAH.00.10600.B 

SoundBomb Horn Mount for  
22mm-29mm Tubes
HMT.00.10100.B
Versatile mounting options for all kinds  
of bikes! The unique octagonal inner 
profile will securely grip a range of tube 
diameters. An optional, rotatable mount-
ing shelf lets you adjust the beam angle.

3. Universal Offset Pivot Mount
Mounts to any M5, M6, or M8 bolt point, 
vertically or horizontally, and offers 
three-axis adjustability.
LAH.00.10000

4. D2 Fender Bolt Mount
LAH.00.10200

DM Fender Bolt Mount
LAH.00.10100
This simple solution provides a clean, 
low-profile look and works on nearly any 
motorcycle.

5. Light Mounting Bracket for  
BMW R1200GS LC
LAH.07.10400

6. Light Mounting Bracket for  
Ducati Multistrada 1200
LAH.22.10000
DENALI bike-specific light mounts are 
strong and solid, with a perfect fit and 
simple installation. 

7. Light Mount for Harley-Davidson, 
Kawasaki & Yamaha cruiser models
DENALI light mounts now fit cruisers! We 
have 55 confirmed model fitments and 
more in the works.
LAH.23.10800.B

8.Bike-Specific SoundBomb  
Horn Mount
DENALI bike-specific horn mounts pro-
vide a clean, simple installation for the 
SoundBomb or Stebel air horns. Fitments 
are available for more than 50 models.
SKU varies by bike

9. Angled Switch Mount for Vertical 
Perch Bolts.
MBK.VER

9. Flat Switch Mount for Horizontal 
Perch Bolts
MBK.HOR
Mount single or double accessory switch-
es using the bolt points on stock control 
housings

COMPLETE MOUNTING SOLUTIONS
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1. DrySpec D28 Dual-End Dry Bag
Gives easy access to the contents while 
mounted on a bike. Combine this with the 
D38 for 66 liters of 100% waterproof storage.
DSL.D28.10001.B 

2. DrySpec D38 Rigid Dry Bag
The rigid core lets you mount this bag to 
any bike, with or without a top rack, even 
when empty.
DSL.D38.10001.OR

3. Barkbusters VPS Handguards
Sturdy, complete protection for hands and 
levers, these are the standard in hand-
guards for touring and ADV bikes.
BB.BHG15-1

4. Barkbusters Amber LED Lights 
for Jet, Storm & VPS Plastics
These ultra-bright lights mount directly 
to the handguards for added visibility to 
oncoming traffic.
BB.LED-001-00-AM

5. Kaoko Throttle Stabilizer
Crank the friction nut tight for cruise 
control, or fine-tune it to smooth out 
throttle response.
KAO.CCF500

6. MRA X-Creen Tour Windshield 
Extension
Double-jointed mounting arms make it 
easier than ever to customize the airflow 
coming over your shield.
MRA.XCA.0

7. HEX Code GS-911wifi Enthusiast 
BMW Diagnostic Tool
Turns your cell phone into a diagnostic 
tool for monitoring fault codes, real-time 
engine data, and service reminders.
HEX.GS911wifi

8. NoNoise Motorsport Hearing  
Protection
The patented technology filters out 
damaging noise while letting you listen to 
music and carry on a conversation.
NN.3PROM0160

9. Mefo Explorer 50/50 Tire
Known for exceptionally high mileage and 
good handling. Size range fits up to mid-
sized adventure bikes.
MEFO.MED18

10. Mitas E-07 Dakar 50/50 Tire
Tire of choice for many hard-core adven-
ture riders, with sizes that fit most larger 
dual-sport bikes.
MIT.E071507017.D

11. Scottoiler VSystem  
Vacuum-Operated Chain Oiler
This automatic oiler lets you clean less, lube 
less, and get more life out of your chain.
SCT.SO-1007US

TOP SELLERS
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AdMore Lighting specializes in auxiliary signal lighting with 
universal applications for license plate frames, handguards, and 
hard luggage. AdMore is the only company that produces specific 
kits to fit inside the lenses on GIVI plastic cases.

Barkbusters makes use of more than 30 years of motorcycle  
industry experience and enthusiasm to develop the best 
bike-specific handguards on the market. These handguards 
integrate a hardened aluminum backbone with a stylish, easily 
replaceable plastic guard. 

DENALI designs and manufactures complete lighting and 
electronics solutions for powersports applications, including 
ultra-bright LED auxiliary lights, horns, power blocks, and 
bike-specific light mounts and wiring harnesses. 

Inspired by military tactical gear, DrySpec luggage includes 
100% waterproof welded dry bags, mil-spec panniers, and stor-
age accessories. DrySpec’s modular solutions can be adapted to 
fit a wide range of powersports vehicles. 

Kaoko is a world leader in friction-type, bike-specific throttle 
controls. Installing in less than 5 minutes, the units are  
compatible with heated grips, as well as many OEM and  
Barkbusters handguards.

HEX Code, a division of HEX Microsystems, is the creator and 
developer of the GS-911 diagnostic tool for BMW motorcycles. By 
continually adding functionality and upgrading support features, 
HEX Code offers the most advanced aftermarket diagnostic tool 
for BMWs.

Mefo tires are engineered and developed in Germany, using input 
from racing and endurance competitions to continually improve 
design and performance. Mefo offers a range of terrain-specific 
tires for dual-sport bikes.

Mitas has long been a world leader in off-road and dual-sport tire 
technology, specializing in long-lasting, high-grip tires with aggres-
sive tread patterns. Their tire development incorporates decades of 
research from enduro, motocross, and speedway racing.

With deep roots in racing, MRA is the windshield specialist for 
all types of motorcycles. Precision-manufactured in Germany, 
MRA windscreens are known for their perfect fit and excellent 
turbulence reduction.

NoNoise began by creating specialized ear protection for the 
Holland police force. The unique ear plugs use a patented 
ceramic filter to remove damaging noise levels while allowing 
clear communication.

Scottoiler manufactures award-winning automatic chain lube 
systems and maintenance fluids that preserve and protect key 
components of motorcycles. Their chain oiler is now an official 
BMW Motorrad accessory for select bike models.

TechSpec’s Gripster Tank Grips offer racetrack-ready perfor-
mance and showroom-ready styling. Made of thick rubber with 
a soft surface, they provide solid grip without causing damage to 
skin or riding gear.

DENALI
ELECTRONICS

TM

TOP BRANDS
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NEW PRODUCTS

The new Legend Gear line combines classic styling with state-of-the-art 
design for the perfect balance of form and function. The bags are made 
of synthetic Napalon leather and waxed canvas with a versatile, military- 
inspired fastening system and bike-specific, quick-release saddlebag 
mounting racks. The line includes tank, tail, saddle, and accessory bags 
that look at home on both vintage and modern retro bikes. 
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NEW PRODUCTS
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NEW PRODUCTS

KTM 1290 Super Duke GT

Blaze Sport Saddlebag System
HTA.04.740.10300.K

ALU-Rack Top Rack
GPT.04.792.15000.B

Quick-Lock EVO Tank Ring
TRT.00.640.12602

Barback Handlebar Risers
LEH.00.039.20000

Mirror Extenders
SVL.00.505.10500.B

KOBRA Handguard Kit
HPR.00.220.25200.B

Skid Plate
MSS.04.532.10000

Crash Bars
SBL.04.430.10000.O

Clutch Slave Cylinder Guard
SCT.04.174.10300.S

Front Axle Sliders
STP.04.176.10500.B

Sidestand Foot Enlarger
STS.04.792.10000
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Triumph Street Twin

Aero Style Frame Sliders
RG.CP0407BL

Fork Protectors
RG.FP0189BK

Bar End Sliders
RG.BE0104BK

Stainless Steel Radiator Guard
RG.SRG0047SS

Offset Cotton Reels
RG.CR0055BK

Tail Tidy
RG.LP0203BK

Tank Traction Grips
RG.EZRG811BL / RG.EZRG811CL

Stainless Steel Chain Guard
RG.CG0011SI

Engine Case Slider
RG.ECS0109BK (RHS) / RG.ECS0108BK (LHS)

Clutch/Brake Reservoir Protector
RG.CRP001

Mirror Risers
RG.MR0001BK

Kickstand Shoe
RG.PKS0092SI

Exhaust Protector
RG.EP0028BK

NEW PRODUCTS
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1. Ariete BMW Road Replacement 
Grips, Closed End, 7/8” Bars
AR02624C

2. Ariete BMW Road Replacement 
Grips, Open End, 7/8” Bars
AR02624L

3. Ariete BMW Ringed Replacement 
Grips, Open End, 7/8” Bars
AR01690F

4. Ariete BMW Ringed Replacement 
Grips, Open End, 1” Bars
AR01690F24
Replace BMW grips without the BMW price 
tag! Made of super soft rubber with iden-
tical styling to the OEM versions, these 
grips fit a wide range of old and new BMW 
models. The open-end versions accommo-
date bar ends and handguards.

5. Interphone Tour  
Bluetooth Communicator
Genius pairing, voice commands, speed 
dial, and more, all in a sleek new package.
INTERPHOTOUR.P

6. Interphone Sport  
Bluetooth Communicator
Make phone calls, change the radio station, 
access GPS, and use the intercom — just 
by speaking.
INTERPHOSPORT.P

7. Interphone Urban  
Bluetooth Communicator
Easy-to-use Quick Touch buttons let you 
focus on traffic, not fumble with your 
equipment.
INTERPHOURBAN.P

8. DENALI M7 Headlight Module 
Adapter Kit for Suzuki DR-Z400 & 
DR650
Swap your wimpy halogen headlight for 
the blazing beam of the DENALI M7 LED 
headlight replacement module. Adapters 
are available for other bikes.
LAH.05.10300

NEW PRODUCTS
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1. AdMore Premium Light Bar with 
Smart Brake Technology
Smart Brake technology alerts drivers 
that you’re decelerating before you even 
hit the brakes.
AML.LED8020-SB

2. Scottoiler eSystem Electronic 
Chain Oiler
Offers more advanced features and fine- 
tuning control than the vacuum-operated 
version.
SCT.SO-9005US

3. R&G Universal-Fit Lever Guard
Solid lever protection when you’re banging 
bars on the track — now available in 5 colors!
RG.MLG0001.P

4. TechSpec Gripster Tank Wrap
The full wrap provides a seamless, snag-
less grip as your legs move around the tank.
TSP.62-4007.P

5. SW-MOTECH Steel Headlight 
Guard for Triumph Bonneville T120
This trick, easy-to-install guard offers 
timeless styling and a durable powder-
coated finish.
LPS.11.743.10000.B

6. SW-MOTECH Windscreen for  
2017 Suzuki SV650 ABS
Small change with a big impact. This 
anodized aluminum alloy screen is a quick, 
stylish swap.
SCT.05.670.10300.S
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A Word From Our Brand-New, 

Still-Under-Warranty  

National Sales Manager

Hello, I’m Jeff Rose and I’m proud to say that I’ve 
just joined the team at Twisted Throttle as National 
Sales Manager. These are exciting times at Twisted 
Throttle, with our massive catalog of motorcycle 
accessories gaining new pieces every day, a growing 
support staff, and new programs for you, our valued 
dealers, to make the absolute best of the upcoming 
sales season.

How did I get here? After more than eight years at 
Bose Corporation, where I worked in tech support,  
supervised the call center, and worked as a Project 
Manager within the Customer Experience Center, I 
joined Triumph Motorcycles America as a Regional 
Sales Manager, supporting dealers in New England 
and Upstate New York. I’ve been riding for 16 years 
and have owned nothing but Triumphs (so far), with my 
latest a Daytona 675, currently outfitted for track days. 

As I suggested, these are exciting times to be in-
volved with Twisted Throttle. In addition to my position 
here—a new one for the company—I’m proud to an-
nounce that we’re adding two Regional Sales Manag-

ers, one east and one west, who will be responsible 
for dealer sales as well as providing product details 
to you. Our goal is to be helpfully outgoing, offering 
information on booking programs, supporting product 
education, and answering any questions you might 
have. Our products are second to none, and we want 
our dealer support to be just as good.

Time is always an important variable, so to expedite 
shipping, we’ve opened a new warehouse in Reno, 
Nevada, with 80% of the most popular products ex-
pected to be volume stocked and ready for shipment 
by the end of the year. This facility ensures delivery to 
the west coast within 1 to 2 days. 

DEALER INFO

We’re proud to be distributing the award-winning 
Scottoiler automatic chain oilers.

Call center support is available six days a week.
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1Day 2 Days 3 Days 4 Days 5 Days

To make your job easier, we will have booking 
programs at the AIMExpo that will help elimi-
nate the guesswork when outfitting bikes and 
simplify the order process. I encourage you 
to take advantage of our “suggested starter 
orders” for each brand. They will take the guess-
work out of obtaining the right product mix, 
which allows you to carry less inventory 
and sell more effectively. As an in-
centive to have our product in your 
showroom, we’ll supply all the parts 
you need to outfit one of your demo 
bikes with our latest gear. Finally, 
we’ll increase our dealer communi-
cation regarding new products and 
new programs as they’re launched. 
The simple goal of these programs—
as well as the launch of twisteddis-
tributing.com, a site providing a dedi-
cated experience for dealers—is to help 
you sell more product, more easily.

Our year ahead is highlighted by new products as 
well as new people and programs. We’ve become the 
exclusive distributor of the Scottoiler products, which 
help owners of chain-drive bikes enjoy reduced main-

tenance issues. We’re bringing in Ariete hand grips 
for BMWs. And we’ve added the HEX Code GS-911 to 
our catalog; this maintenance tool is an essential for 
BMW owners wanting to do more of their own main-

tenance. Even better, we work with 
suppliers who are truly aggressive 
in fitting just-released models, 
including Honda’s all-new Africa 
Twin, Triumph’s updated Explorer 
line, the new Bonneville family, and 
Yamaha’s fresh new FJ-09 and FZ-
10 streetbikes among many others. 
Being fast to market is good for us 
and even better for you.

As I said, it’s going to be an exciting 
new riding season for all of us at 
Twisted Throttle. I know it will be a 
successful one with your dealership 
and Twisted Distributing as well.

DEALER INFO

Our new western distribution center ensures that 
over 90% of the US is within 3 days’ shipping time.

Our suppliers are often first to market 
with products for new bikes.



BENEFITS OF PARTNERING WITH US:

• Free shipping on all wholesale orders over $349*

• Maximum drop ship fee of $9*

• Free displays

• Extra 10% discount for in-store demo bikes

• MAP policy to protect your margins

• Pricelists available via most dealer management systems

•  2-year Twisted Throttle warranty on all products, even if the 

manufacturer’s warranty is shorter

*Reduced rates available with qualifying orders.


